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Abstract
We present SGDPLL(T ), an algorithm that solves
(among many other problems) probabilistic inference modulo theories, that is, inference problems
over probabilistic models defined via a logic theory provided as a parameter (currently, equalities
and inequalities on discrete sorts). While many solutions to probabilistic inference over logic representations have been proposed, SGDPLL(T ) is the
only one that is simultaneously (1) lifted, (2) exact
and (3) modulo theories, that is, parameterized by
a background logic theory. This offers a foundation for extending it to rich logic languages such
as data structures and relational data. By lifted,
we mean that our proposed algorithm can leverage
first-order representations to solve some inference
problems in constant or polynomial time in the domain size (the number of values that variables can
take), as opposed to exponential time offered by
propositional algorithms.
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Introduction

Uncertainty representation, inference and learning are important goals in Artificial Intelligence. In the past few
decades, neural networks and graphical models have made
much progress towards those goals, but even today their main
methods can only support very simple types of representations (such as tables and weight matrices) that exclude logical constructs such as relations, functions, arithmetic, lists
and trees. Moreover, such representations require models involving discrete variables to be specified at the level of their
individual values, making generic algorithms expensive for
finite domains and impossible for infinite ones.
For example, consider the following conditional probability distributions, which would need to be either automatically
expanded into large tables (a process called propositionalization), or manipulated in a manual, ad hoc manner, in order
to be processed by mainstream neural networks or graphical
model algorithms:
• P (x > 10 | y 6= 98 ∨ z ≤ 15) = 0.1,
for x, y, z ∈ {1, . . . , 1000}
• P (x 6= Bob | friends(x , Ann)) = 0.3
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The Statistical Relational Learning [Getoor and Taskar,
2007] literature offered more expressive languages but relied
on conversion to conventional representations to perform inference, which can be very inefficient. To counter this, lifted
inference [Poole, 2003; de Salvo Braz, 2007] offered solutions for efficiently processing logically specified models, but
with languages of limited expressivity (such as function-free
ones) and algorithms that are hard to extend. Probabilistic
programming [Goodman et al., 2012] has offered inference
on full programming languages, but relies on approximate
methods on the propositional level.
We present SGDPLL(T ), an algorithm that solves (among
many other problems) probabilistic inference on models defined over logic representations. Importantly, the algorithm
is agnostic with respect to which particular logic theory is
used, which is provided to it as a parameter. In this paper,
we use the theory consisting of equalities over finite discrete
types, and inequalities over bounded integers, as an example.
However, SGDPLL(T ) offers a foundation for extending it to
richer theories involving relations, arithmetic, lists and trees.
While many algorithms for probabilistic inference over logic
representations have been proposed, SGDPLL(T ) is distinguished by being the only existing solution that is simultaneously (1) lifted, (2) exact and (3) modulo theories.
SGDPLL(T ) is a generalization of the Davis-PutnamLogemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm for solving the satisfiability problem. SGDPLL(T ) generalizes DPLL in three
ways: (1) while DPLL only works on propositional logic,
SGDPLL(T ) takes (as mentioned) a logic theory as a parameter; (2) it solves many more problems than satisfiability on
boolean formulas, including summations over real-typed expressions, and (3) it is symbolic, accepting input with free
variables (which can be seen as constants with unknown values) in terms of which the output is expressed.
Generalization (1) is similar to the generalization of DPLL
made by Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [Barrett et al.,
2009; de Moura et al., 2007; Ganzinger et al., 2004], but SMT
algorithms require only satisfiability solvers of their theory
parameter to be provided, whereas SGDPLL(T ) may require
solvers for harder tasks (including model counting) that depend on the theory, including symbolic model counters, i.e.,
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how both DPLL and SGDPLL(T )
work and highlight their similarities and differences.
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Intuition: DPLL, SMT and SGDPLL(T )
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Figure 1: Example of DPLL’s search tree for the existence of satisfying assignments. We show the full tree even though the search
typically stops when the first satisfying assignment is found.

problem. SAT consists of determining whether a propositional formula F , expressed in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) has a solution or not. A CNF is a conjunction (∧) of
clauses where a clause is a disjunction (∨) of literals, where
a literal is a proposition (e.g., x) or its negation (e.g., ¬x).
A solution to a CNF is an assignment of values from the set
{0, 1} or {TRUE, FALSE} to all Boolean variables (or propositions) in F such that at least one literal in each clause in F
is assigned to TRUE.
Algorithm 1 shows a simplified and non-optimized version
of DPLL which operates on CNF formulas. It works by recursively trying assignments for each proposition, one at a
time, simplifying the CNF, and terminating if F is a constant
(TRUE or FALSE). Figure 1 shows an example of the execution of DPLL. Although simple, DPLL is the basis for modern
SAT solvers which improve it by adding sophisticated techniques and optimizations such as unit propagation, watch literals, and clause learning [Eén and Sörensson, 2003].

Algorithm 1 A version of the DPLL algorithm.
∑x ∈ {1,…,100} ∑z ∈ {1,…,100} [ (if

x > y ∧ y ≠ 5 then 0.1 else 0.9) ×

(if z < y ∧ y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6) ]
x>y

+

x≤y

∑x ∑z (if

∑x ∑z 0.9

:x>y

:x≤ y

y ≠ 5 then 0.1 else 0.9) ×
(if z < y ∧ y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6)
if y ≠ 5

else

then

∑x ∑z

×
(if z < y ∧ y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6)

… + …

…

0.1 × if z < y ∧ y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6

:x>y

z<y

+

z≥y

∑x ∑z

0.06

DPLL(F )
F : a formula in CNF.
simplify: simplifies boolean formulas given a condition
(e.g., simplify(x ∧ y|¬y) = FALSE)
1
2
3
4
5
6

if F is a boolean constant
return F
else v ← pick a variable in F
Sol 1 ← DPLL(simplify(F | v))
Sol 2 ← DPLL(simplify(F |¬v))
return Sol 1 ∨ Sol 2

:x>y :z≥y

∑x ∑z

0.1 × if y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6

:x>y :z<y

if y < 3
then

∑x ∑z

else

∑x ∑z

0.04

:x>y :z<y

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100

∑z: y ≤

z ≤ 100 0.06

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100 (100 – y + 1) 0.06
= (100 – y) (100 – y + 1) 0.06
= 0.06y2 –12.06y + 606
0.06

:x>y :z<y

∑z: 1 ≤

z ≤ y 0.04

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100 (y – 1) 0.04
= (100 – y) (y – 1) 0.04
= –0.04y2 + 4.04y – 4

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100

∑z: 1 ≤

z < y 0.06

= ∑x: y < x ≤ 100 (y – 1) 0.06
= (100 – y) (y – 1) 0.06
= –0.06y2 + 6.06y – 6

Figure 2: SGDPLL(T ) for summation with a background theory of
inequalities on bounded integers. It splits the problem according to
literals in the background theory, simplifying it until the sum is over
a literal-free expression. Some of the splits are on a free variable (y)
and create if-then-else expressions which are symbolic conditional
solutions. Other splits are on quantified variables (x, z), and split the
corresponding quantifier. When the base case with a literal-free expression is obtained, the specific theory solver computes its solution
(white boxes). This figure does not show how the conditional subsolutions are summed together; see end of Section 4.1 for examples
and details.

The Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [Davis et al., 1962] solves the satisfiability (or SAT)

Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) algorithms [Barrett et al., 2009; de Moura et al., 2007; Ganzinger et al.,
2004] generalize DPLL and can determine the satisfiability of
a Boolean formula expressed in first-order logic, where some
function and predicate symbols have additional interpretations. Examples of predicates include equalities, inequalities,
and uninterpreted functions, which can then be evaluated using rules of real arithmetic. SMT algorithms condition on the
literals of a background theory T , looking for a truth assignment to these literals that satisfies the formula. While a SAT
solver is free to condition on a proposition, assigning it to either TRUE or FALSE regardless of previous choices (truth values of propositions are independent from each other), an SMT
solver needs to also check whether a choice for one literal is
consistent with the previous choices for others, according to
T . This is done by a theory-specific model checker provided
to the SMT algorithm as a parameter.
SGDPLL(T ) is, like SMT algorithms, modulo theories but further generalizes DPLL by being symbolic
and quantifier-parametric (thus “Symbolic Generalized
DPLL(T )”). These three features can be observed in the prob-

lem being solved by SGDPLL(T ) in Figure 2:
X
(if x > y ∧ y 6= 5 then 0.1 else 0.9)
x,z∈{1,...,100}

× (if z < y ∧ y < 3 then 0.4 else 0.6)

T -Problems and T -Solutions
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SGDPLL(T ) receives a T -problem (or, for short, simply a
problem) of the form
M
M
E,
···
x1 :C1

In this example, the problem being solved requires more
than propositional logic theory since equality, inequality and
other functions are involved. The problem’s quantifier is a
summation, as opposed to DPLL and SMT’s existential quantification ∃. Also, the output will be symbolic in y because
this variable is not being quantified, as opposed to DPLL and
SMT algorithms which implicitly assume all variables to be
quantified.
Before formally describing SGDPLL(T ), we will briefly
comment on its three key generalizations.

Quantifier-parametric Satisfiability can be seen as computing the value of an existentially quantified formula; the
existential quantifier can be seen as an indexed form of disjunction, so we say it is based on disjunction. SGDPLL(T )
generalizes SMT algorithms with respect to the problem being solved
L by computing expressions quantified by any quantifier
based onL
an associative commutative operation
P
⊕. Examples
of ( , ⊕, ) pairs are (∀,∧), (∃,∨), ( ,+),
Q
and ( ,×). Therefore SGDPLL(T ) can solve not only satisfiability (since disjunction is associative commutative), but
also validity (using the ∀ quantifier), sums, products, model
counting, weighted model counting, maximization, and many
more.

xm :Cm

where, L
for each i = 1, . . . , m, xi is an index variable quantified by and subject to constraint Ci in TC , and E an expression in TL . Ci is assumed to be equivalent to a conjunction of
literals in TC . There may be free variables, that is, variables
that are not quantified, present in both the constraints and E.
An example of a problem is
X
X
if x > 4 then y else 10 + z,
y x:3≤x∧x≤y

for x, y bounded integer variables in, say, {1, . . . , 20}.
A T -solution (or, for short, simply a solution) to a problem is a quantifier-free expression in TL equivalent to the
problem. It can be an unconditional solution, containing no literals in TC , or a conditional solution of the form
if L then S1 else S2 , where L is a literal in TC and S1 , S2
are two solutions (either conditional or unconditional). Note
that, in order for the solution to be equivalent to the problem,
only variables that were free (not quantified) can appear in
the literal L. In other words, a solution can be seen as a decision tree on literals, with literal-free expressions in the leaves,
such that each leaf is equivalent to the original problem, provided that the literals on the path to it are true. For example,
the problem
X
if y > 2 ∧ w > y then y else 4
x:1≤x∧x≤10

Modulo Theories SMT generalizes the propositions in
SAT to literals in a given theory T , but the theory connecting these literals remains that of boolean connectives.
SGDPLL(T ) takes a theory T = (TC , TL ), composed of
a constraint theory TC and an input theory TL . DPLL
propositions are generalized to literals in TC in SGDPLL(T ),
whereas the boolean connectives are generalized to functions
in TL . In the example above, TC is the theory of inequalities on bounded integers, whereas TL is the theory of +, ×,
boolean connectives and if then else . TL is used simply
for the simplifications after conditioning, which takes time at
most linear in the input expression size.

Symbolic Both SAT and SMT can be seen as computing the
value of an existentially quantified formula in which all variables are quantified, and which is always equivalent to either
TRUE or FALSE . SGDPLL(T ) further generalizes SAT and
SMT by accepting quantifications over any subset of the variables in its input expression (including the empty set). The
non-quantified variables are free variables, and the result of
the quantification will typically depend on them. Therefore,
SGDPLL(T )’s output is a symbolic expression in terms of
free variables. Section 3 shows an example of a symbolic
solution.

has an equivalent conditional solution
if y > 2 then if w > y then 10y else 40 else 40.
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SGDPLL(T )

In this section we provide the details of SGDPLL(T ), described in Algorithm 2 and exemplified in Figure 2. We first
give an informal explanation guided by examples, and then
provide a formal description of the algorithm.

4.1

Informal Description of SGDPLL(T )

Base Case Problems
A problem is in base case 0 if and only if m = 1, E contains
no literals in TC and C is in a base form specific to the theory
T , which its solver must be able to recognize.
In our running example, we a slight variant of difference
arithmetic [de Moura et al., 2007], with atoms of the form
x < y or x ≤ y + c, where c is an integer constant. Strict
inequalities x < y + c can be represented as x ≤ y + c − 1
and the negation of x ≤ y + c is y ≤ x − c − 1. From now
on, we shorten a ≤ x ∧ x ≤ b to a ≤ x ≤ b. P
The base case for difference arithmetic is x:l≤x≤u E,
where E is a polynomial and x’s lower and upper bounds l
and u are either variables, or differencesPbetween a variable
and an integer constant. One example is x:y+1≤x≤z−3 y 2 +

4x3 . When l ≤ u, Faulhaber’s formula [Knuth, 1993] allows
us to compute a new polynomial E 0 (in the variables other
than x) equivalent to the problem. Moreover, this can be done
(a little surprisingly) in time only dependent in the degree of
the polynomial E, not on the domain size of x or the distance
u − l. 1 If l ≤ u is false, there are no values of x satisfying
the constraint, and the problem results in 0. Therefore, the
solution is the conditional if l ≤ u then E 0 elseL
0.
A base case 1 problem is such that m > 1 and x:Cm E
satisfies base case 0, yielding solution S. In this case, we
reduce the problem to the simpler
M
M
S.
···

For an example of quantifier-splitting on a literal coming
from E, consider this problem in which the splitter literal
contains at least one index (here it contains two, x and z):
X X
if x > 4 then y else 10 + z.
x:3≤x≤10 z

In this case, we cannot simply move the literal outside the
scope of the sum in its latest index x. Instead, we add the
literal and its negation to the constraint on x, in two new subproblems:



X
X 
X
X
=
y
+
10 + z
x:x>4∧3≤x≤10 z

xm−1 :Cm−1

x1 :C1

=
Non-Base case Problems
For non-base cases, SGDPLL(T ) mirrors DPLL, by selecting
a splitter literal to split the problem on, generating two simpler problems. This eventually leads to base case problems.
The splitter literal L can come from either the expression
E, to bring it closer to being literal-free, or from Cm , to bring
it closer to satisfying the base form prerequisites. We will see
examples shortly.
Once the splitter literal L is chosen, it splits the problem
in two possible ways: if L does not contain any of the indices xi , it causes an if-splitting in which L is the condition
of an if then else expression and the two simpler subproblems are its then and else clauses; if L contains at least
one index, it causes a quantifier-splitting based on the latest
of the indices it contains.
For an example of an if-splitting on a literal coming from
Cm , consider the problem
X
X
y2 .
z

x:y≤x∧3≤x∧x≤10

This is not a base case because the constraint includes two
lower bounds for x (y and 3), which are not redundant because we do not know which one is the smallest. We can
however reduce the problem to base case ones by splitting
the problem according to y < 3:
X X
X X
y 2 else
y2 .
if y < 3 then
z

x:3≤x≤10

z

x:y≤x≤10

For another example of an if-splitting, but on a literal coming from E this time, consider
X X
if y > 4 then y else 10.
z

x:3≤x≤10

This is not a base case because E is not literal-free. However,
splitting on y > 4 reduces to
X X
X X
if y > 4 then
y else
10,
z

x:3≤x≤10

z

x:3≤x≤10

containing two base cases.
1
This takes a number of steps, which we omit for lack of space,
but it is not hard to do.



X

X 
y

x:5≤x<10 z

x:x≤4∧3≤x≤10 z

 X
+

X


10 + z .

x:3≤x≤4 z

In this example, the two sub-solutions are unconditional polynomials, and their sum results in another unconditional polynomial, which is a valid solution. However, if at least one
of the sub-solutions is conditional, their direct sum is not a
valid solution. In this case, we need to combine them with a
distributive transformation of ⊕ over if then else :
(if x < 4 then y 2 else z) + (if y > z then 3 else x)
≡ if x < 4 then y 2 + (if y > z then 3 else x)
else z + (if y > z then 3 else x)
≡ if x < 4 then if y > z then y 2 + 3 else y 2 + x
else if y > z then z + 3 else z + x.

4.2

Formal Description of SGDPLL(T )

We now present a formal version of the algorithm. We start
by specifying the basic tasks the given T -solver is required
to solve, and then show can we can use it to solve any T problems.
Requirements on T solver
To be a valid input for SGDPLL(T ), a T -solver ST for theory
T = (TL , TC ) must solve two tasks:
L
• Given a problem x:C E, ST must be able to recognize
whetherL
C is in base form and, if so, provide a solution
baseT ( x:C E) for the problem.
• Given a conjunction C not in base form, ST must provide a tuple splitT (C) = (L, CL , C¬L ) such that L ∈
TC , and conjunctions CL and C¬L are smaller than C
and satisfy L ⇒ (C ⇔ CL ) ∧ ¬L ⇒ (C ⇔ C¬L ).
The algorithm is presented in Figure 2. Note that it does
not depend on difference arithmetic theory, but can use a
solver for any theory satisfying the requirements above.
Note also that conditional solution may contain redundant
literals, and that optimizations such as unit propagation and
watch literals can be employed. These issues can be addressed but we omit the details for lack of space.
If the T -solver implements the operations above in polynomial time in the number of variables and constant time in the
domain size (the size of their types), then SGDPLL(T ), like
DPLL, will have time complexity exponential in the number of literals and, therefore, in the number of variables, and

be independent of the domain size. This is the case for the
solver for difference arithmetic and will be typically the case
for many other solvers.
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Probabilistic Inference Modulo Theories

Let P (X1 = x1 , . . . , Xn = xn ) be the joint probability distribution on random variables {X1 , . . . , Xn }. For any tuple
of indices t, we define Xt to be the tuple of variables indexed
by the indices in t, and abbreviate the assignments (X = x)
and (Xt = xt ) by simply x and xt , respectively. Let t̄ be the
tuple of indices in {1, . . . , n} but not in t.
The marginal probability distribution of a subset of variables Xq is one of the mostP
basic tasks in probabilistic inference, defined as P (xq ) = xq̄ P (x) which is a summation
on a subset of variables occurring in an input expression, and
therefore solvable by SGDPLL(T ).
If P (X = x) is expressed in the language of input and
constraint theories appropriate for SGDPLL(T ) (such as the
one shown in Figure 2), then it can be solved by SGDPLL(T ),
without first converting its representation to a much larger one
based on tables. The output will be a summation-free expression in the assignment variables xq representing the marginal
probability distribution of Xq .
Other probabilistic inference problems can be equally
solved by SGDPLL(T ). Belief updating consists of computing the posterior probability of Xq given evidence on Xe ,
which is defined as P (xq |xe ) = P (xq , xe )/P (xe ) which be
computed with two applications of SGDPLL(T ), one for the
marginal P (xq , xe ) and another for P (xe ).
Applying SGDPLL(T ) in the manner above does not take
advantage of factorized representations of joint probability
distributions, a crucial aspect of efficient probabilistic inference. However, it can be used as a basis for an algorithm,
Symbolic Generalized Variable Elimination modulo theories
(SGVE(T )), analogous to Variable Elimination (VE) [Zhang
and Poole, 1994] for graphical models, that exploits factorization. Suppose P (x) is represented as a product of real-valued
functions (called factors) fi : P (x) = f1 (xt1 )×·
P · ·×fm (xt1 )
and we want to compute a summation over it: xq̄ f1 (xt1 ) ×
· · · × fm (xtm ) where q and ti are tuples. We now choose a
variable xi for i 6∈ q to eliminate first. Let g be the product of
all factors in which xi does not appear, h be the product of all
factors in which xi does appear, and b be the tuple of indices
of variables other than xi appearing in h. Then we rewrite the
above as
X
X
X
g(xī )
h(xi , xb ) =
g(xī )h0 (xb )
xq̄,ī
0

xi

xq̄,ī

where h is a summation-free factor computed by
SGDPLL(T ) and equivalent to the innermost summation. We now have a problem of the same type as originally,
but with one less variable, and can proceed until all variables
in xq̄ are eliminated. The fact that SGDPLL(T ) is symbolic
allows us to compute h0 without iterating over all values to
xi .
SGDPLL(T ) contributes to the symbolic connectionist literature by providing a way to incorporate logic representations to systems dealing with uncertainty. If the variables and

Algorithm 2 Symbolic Generalized DPLL (SGDPLL(T )),
omitting pruning, heuristics and optimizations.

L
L
SGDPLL(T )( x1 :C1 · · · xm :Cm E)
Returns a T -solution for the given T -problem.
L
1 if split( xm :Cm L
E) indicates “base case”
2
S ← baseT ( xm :Cm E)
3
if m = 1 // decide if base case 0 or 1
4
return S
5
else
L
L
6
P ← x1 :C1 · · · xm−1 :Cm−1 S
7 else
L
L
8
// split returned (L, xm :C 0 E 0 , xm :C 00 E 00 )
m
m
9
if L does not contain any indices
10
splittingType
L ← “if”L
0
11
Sub 1 ← x1 :C1 · · · xm :Cm
0 E
L
L
12
Sub 2 ← x1 :C1 · · · xm :C 00 E 00
m
13
else // L contains a latest index xj :
14
splittingType
L ← “quantifier”
L
L
0
15
Sub 1 ← x1 :C1 · · · xj :Cj ∧L · · · xm :Cm
0 E
L
L
L
16
Sub 2 ← x1 :C1 · · · xj :Cj ∧¬L · · · xm :C 00 E 00
m
17
S1 ← SGDPLL(T )(Sub1 )
18
S2 ← SGDPLL(T )(Sub2 )
19
if splittingType == “if”
20
return the expression if L then S1 else S2
21
else return combine(S1 , S2 )
L
SPLIT ( x:C E)
1 if E contains a literal L
2
E 0 ← E with L replaced by TRUE
3
E 00 ← E with
LL replaced
L by FALSE
0
00
4
return (L,
CE ,
CE )
5 elseif C is not recognized as base form by the T -solver
6
(L, C 0 , C 00 ) ←
L splitT (C)
L
7
return (L,
C 0 E,
C 00 E)
8 else return “base case”
COMBINE (S1 , S2 )

1 if S1 is of the form if C1 then S11 else S12
2
return the following if-then-else expression:
3
if C1
4
then combine(S11 , S2 )
5
else combine(S12 , S2 )
6 elseif S2 is of the form if C2 then S21 else S22
7
return the following if-then-else expression:
8
if C2
9
then combine(S1 , S21 )
10
else combine(S1 , S22 )
11 else return S1 ⊕ S2

data used by SGDPLL(T ) in a given system are of a subsymbolic, distributed nature, then this system will exhibit advantages of connectionism, observed on logic representations
instead of simpler propositional representations.

6

Evaluation

We did a very preliminary comparison of SGDPLL(T )-based
SGVE(T ), using an implementation of an equality theory
(=, 6= literals only) symbolic model counter, to the stateof-the-art probabilistic inference solver variable elimination
and conditioning (VEC) [Gogate and Dechter, 2011], on
randomly generated probabilistic graphical models based on
equalities formulas, on a Intel Core i7 notebook.
We ran both SGVE(T ) and VEC on a random graphical
model with 10 random variables, 5 factors, with formulas of
depth and breadth (number of arguments per sub-formula) 2
for random connectives ∨ and ∧. SGVE(T ) took 1.5 seconds
to compute marginals for all variables (unsurprisingly, irrespective of domain size). We grounded this model for domain
size 16 to provide the table-based input required by VEC,
which then took 30 seconds to compute all marginals. The
largest grounded table given to VEC as input had 6 random
variables and therefore around 16 million entries.
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Related work

SGDPLL(T ) is related to many different topics in both logic
and probabilistic inference literature, besides the strong links
to SAT and SMT solvers.
SGDPLL(T ) is a lifted inference algorithm [Poole, 2003;
de Salvo Braz, 2007; Gogate and Domingos, 2011], but the
proposed lifted algorithms so far have concerned themselves
only with relational formulas with equality. We have not yet
developed a relational model counter but presented one or inequalities, the first in the lifted inference literature.
SGDPLL(T ) generalizes several algorithms that operate on
mixed networks [Mateescu and Dechter, 2008] – a framework
that combines Bayesian networks with constraint networks,
but with a much richer representation.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented SGDPLL(T ) and its derivation SGVE(T ),
the first algorithms formally able to solve a variety of model
counting problems (including probabilistic inference) modulo theories, that is, capable of being extended with theories
for richer representations than propositional logic, in a lifted
and exact manner.
Future work includes additional theories of interest mainly
among them those for uninterpreted relations (particularly
multi-arity functions) and arithmetic; modern SAT solver optimization techniques such as watched literals and unit propagation anytime approximation schemes that offer guaranteed
bounds on approximations that converge to the exact solution.
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